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Former Carpinterian Jon Washington sent out a call among classmates (CUHS
’59) and others of his generation for memories of the Carpinteria Beach Store. The
response was overwhelming. The store at the foot of Linden had been around since
the 1920s, and by the time Jon’s generation knew it, it was an institution. Nearly
every kid who went to the beach managed to buy candy and other treats there, even
if it meant sifting the sand for lost coins. Some kids were particularly enterprising,
as we’ll see! But for all who knew it in those years, memories of the Beach Store
are steeped in nostalgia.
ne minute you were in the blinding sun, and the hot sand was burning
your feet. The next minute you had mounted the sagging wooden steps and
crossed into a different world--the gloom and wonder of the Beach Store. It
was dark and dank, and your bare feet felt the sand underfoot on the wet,
splintery floor. As your eyes became accustomed to the dim, greenish light,
probably the first thing you saw were the pinball machines, with their flashing red
lights and metallic “ping” every time a player scored. And next to them, the
fabulous Snow Cone machine.
Glancing around, you clutched your precious coin lest it fall into one of the
cracks between the floorboards—gone forever! Now, the delicious time of
decision--what to buy with your small fortune? The glass case, smudged by legions
of eager young customers, displayed its wares: Abba-Zaba bars in their yellow and
black checkered wrappers, Look bars, Big Hunks, Three Musketeers, Milky Ways,
Sugar Daddys, Milk Duds, Snickers bars, salt water taffy, and more.
You took your place in line, and watched as the “big kids” and teenagers bent
over the pinball machines. The metal was rusty from contact with wet swim suits.
Behind the counter, a high school student ran the cotton candy machine, while
others flipped burgers or assembled beef or bean taquitos. You inched forward in
the line, and gazed around. On the walls were black-and-white photos of Japanese
warships, taken through a submarine periscope.
The Beach Store at the foot of Linden has a special place in the memories of
all of us who frequented it almost daily during those summers in the late 1940s,
1950s, and early 1960s. Carp beach was like a free summer camp for local kids in
those days. No need for a babysitter—the World’s Safest Beach beckoned, and
playground supervisors were on hand. These “Beach Mothers” were recruited from
among the more athletic young matrons, including Vera Latham (Bensen), Billie
Tobey, Pat Hales Griffith, and Barbie Boyd. “Buttons” (Mary Catherine) Tobey ’61
recalls, “My mother, Billie Tobey, worked at the beach probably 1947-1953 or so,
when it was possible for parents to drop their kids off knowing they would be
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supervised and safe at the beach. What a wonderful
Katy Meigs ’64 recalled, “What I remember most is the
service...couldn’t do that these days! Mom was paid a small
floor because as a child waiting my turn I was looking at the
stipend.”
floor a lot and at people's bare feet. The floor was boards that
Susan Anderson ‘58 recalls what it was like to be
didn't quite meet. It was dank and sandy. I liked to look in the
dropped off at the beach for the day: “Our Australian father,
little spaces between the boards. Sometimes change would
Frank Anderson, loved the beach and knew it was the ideal
drop and fall through those holes between the floor boards to
place for children on school vacation. Every day of those
the sand below and you could not get them back.”
magical summers of the early 1950s he would drop us off at
Margie Barber (Bartlett) ’59 recalls, “The store always
Main Beach at a foggy 7:30 a.m. before he started work. There
smelled like wet lumber. The floors were made of planks and
we were: Susan, Judy,
were always damp and
Davi d and Jenny
sandy. There would
(baby John came
be a line of kids
later). We all had on
waiting for help and
our suits and carried a
they all looked the
paper lunch bag and
same.
The y had
perhaps a towel. The
stringy wet hair, a lot
b a g c o n t a i n ed a
of sand on their
sandwich, an apple or
bodies, white noses
orange, and a dime.
(zinc oxide), and were
We played hide and
shivering.
We all
seek in the dunes, Carpinteria Beach in 1928. Note the Beach Store on the left, and the rings, swings, and other seemed to have the
waiting for the fog to play equipment in the distance (center right). M useum archives photo.
same amount of
burn off. Gradually
money and for that
more and more kids came. Think of it—scads of children,
dime could buy a 7-Up or even better, a frozen Milky Way
unsupervised, spending days and days at the beach, in and out
candy bar.”
of the water, roasting on the blazing sand, swinging in the
In the 1950s there was a counter with round stools for
swings. Sometimes there were games organized by Pat
those buying hamburgers or taquitos, and for those behind the
Griffith.
counter, it was usually their first job. “I remember making hot
“The fog would
dogs and milkshakes
evaporate,
the
and selling candy,
A Brief History of the Beach Store
glamorous teenagers
back in 1952-53,” said
The Beach Store was built in 1922 by Thomas Fish, son of Henry Fish,
wou ld stake their
Lew Goodfield ’56. “I
claims and anoint each
don’t think I looked at
and uncle of the late Henry Brown. According to local historian Sadie Hales
other with baby oil,
another hot dog for
Johnson, in 1908 the Fish family had acquired about 30 acres of beach and
and the campers from
years after that! But it
slough land “now occupied by the Carpinteria Beach State Park, the County
the State Park would
was a great way to
(City) Beach at Linden and some privately owned sites.” The Beach Store
come. It would get
m e e t c u t e b ea c h was part of the Carpinteria Beach Auto Camp opened in 1922 by Thomas
crowded, the sand
camper girls.” The
Fish and his sisters, Miss Hester and Miss Julia. The camp had bathrooms
covered with people
experience was similar
and showers and four cook houses with gas stoves. The store rented bathing
and the water filled
for John Franklin ’62 a
suits, and the Fish sisters sold milk, ice cream, and other groceries. Campsites
with swimmers, many
few years later. “Eddie
cost 50 cents a day, or $3.50 per week plus $1.00 for electricity. Adjacent to
going out to the raft.
Husted and I worked at
“Some time into
the Beach Store one
the store were several rental cabins, sometimes occupied by the store
the morning we had
summer, or, better
manager. Thomas Fish died in 1936, and 10 years later his sisters sold the
devoured our lunch
s a i d , g o t p ai d a
property to a private buyer, who subsequently sold a portion of it to the
and now we waited as
pittance to hang out
county for a park. The Beach Store remained until about 1962-63, when it
long as we could for
there behin d the
was torn down, after 40 years as a beloved institution.
our afternoon snack.
counter. Eddie did
That dime was the
some of the cooking,
best! In the afternoon,
which was mostly
when the sun had been baking us for hours, we went into the
hamburgers. It was also a great place to meet and flirt with
shady green dark of the Beach Store for 50-50 Bars. That one
beach camper girls, because the Beach Store was the only
dime bought us the finest edible in the universe—frozen sweet
game in town and therefore we had a pretty captive audience.”
citrus encasing creamy vanilla lusciousness, sustenance for our
Dick Tisdel ’60 ran the cotton candy machine, and John
10-hour beach days. The smells from the Beach Store grill
Hofmann ’62 made snow cones.
were thrilling, but something we never tasted, just like the
Others who worked at the Beach Store were sisters Anne
amazing variety of candies—forbidden fruit!”
(’60) and Barbara (‘62) Tarman. Anne recalls, “My sis Barb
and I worked for Mr. Gerfin at the Beach Store when Barb was
14 and I was 15 (summer of 1957). I worked the front counter
Wet, Dank, Sandy Floors
and Barb worked the hot food and soda counter, and when she
What everyone remembers is the feel of the Beach
finished, she did the store bookkeeping--and she had just
Store’s sandy wooden floors under their feet. JoAnne
turned 14!” Barb remembers not being able to keep up with
Goena’62 responded, “I was instantly transported back to
the demand for taquitos—10 for a dollar! Her classmate Pat
walking up those wooden steps, across that wood deck with
Lovett (Reveles) recalls, “They sold little taquitos made with
my precious coins clutched in hand, and into that cool, dark
refried pinto beans wrapped in corn tortillas, and fried, for ten
place. I was dripping water and covered with sand, and no one
cents apiece, served with chili sauce. I still make them today!”
scolded me or told me to wipe my feet!”
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Anne continues, “I remember the jukebox, and how my
the crawl space under the store to get to the wooden steps at
boyfriend would make his presence known in the crowd by
the front door. There we would use some screening to sift the
playing ‘our’ song on it. There was one little kid who came in
sand and retrieve the coins that had dropped through the
and regularly played “Margie, How I love you dear old
cracks.”
Margie.” And there were all those little kids in line choosing
Popular Pin Ball Machines
what kind of candy they wanted.” Anne and Barb’s brother
The pinball machines attracted young Carpinterians and
Gary ’59 worked nearby at the State Park campground.
campers to battle for points with five steel balls. At least one
John McCafferty ’53 says “The Beach Store was the
of the machines had a baseball theme. In the mid-1950s,
ultimate kids’ restaurant. Somewhere that the locals mixed
games cost a nickel apiece. They gradually rose to a dime, and
with the campers. It didn’t
finally to a quarter.
matter if you were 10 or 90. All
Many names and memories
were welcome. The menu was
are connected to those pinball
as friendly as the place itself.”
machines. Tom Munro ‘59
One of the campers at that time
recalls that in his generation,
was Vern Mesick, who came up
“t h e c hamp was C harli e
every summer from North
Martinez (’58). Bob Springer
Hollywood to stay at the State
(’59) was also a hotshot on the
Beach Park. Vern, who [recently
machine.” Others remember
passed away, remembered] the
Mateo Fabbian ‘59 playing the
store’s wonderful salt water
machines. Kip Omweg recalls:
taffy. Margaret Washington ’57,
“I have fond grade school
said “Sure, every beach had
memories of the Beach Store.
some kind of food stand, but the
The pin ball machines occupied
Carpinteria Beach Store was The Beach Store postcard; this one was postmarked November, 1949. us guys—John Hofmann, Clyde
better than all the others, Mu seum ph oto archives.
Ewin, Rick Olmstead, Ron
including Santa Barbara and
Howenstein and my brother
Ventura.”
John—for hours. Matchbooks placed under the [front] legs
The Beach Store also sold suntan lotion-- Sea & Ski in
changed the pitch so the ball rolled slower, and one could
green and orange plastic tubes, and Coppertone—as well as
score more points, but the machine would tilt much easier so
sun glasses, Chapstick, and band-aids. There was a cigarette
one would have to be less aggressive when banging on the
machine, for 50 cents a pack. You could rent air mattresses
machine to give the ball some English.”
(the precursors of boogie boards), inner tubes, swim fins,
John Hofmann adds, “We even went to the Beach Store
fishing tackle, umbrellas, and more. Just outside the door was
to play pinball in the winter. After storms, the sand would
a pay phone, and around the side were showers. Yellow
blow away and expose coins—free games! We could also
jackets buzzed around the nearby trash cans.
return pop bottles in exchange for candy, baseball cards, gum,
George Coshow ’56 recalls how some kids got their
and always pinball!”
m o n e y f o r tr e a t s : “ A s
Perhaps the most
youngsters on the beach we
enterprising of all was young
w o u l d
b e t
w i t h
Larry Jent ‘65, recalled by Ed
p e nn ie s — fl i p pi n g a n d
Wood ’62: “In 1961, I was
calling—to amass enough
earning $1 per hour working
money to go in and buy a
the snow cone machine, in the
popsicle. Few games of chance
pin ball area. I remember the
could have b een that
popularity of those machines!
rewarding!”
There was a little guy, Larry
Others won Beach Store
Jent, called “Fingers,” who
candy in the sand castle
had championship skills. He
contests, run by the playground
usually only had to pay for
“mothers” and judged by the
just one game on any given
life guards. Gwyn Sturmer
day. He’d come to the beach
(Colson) ’63 recalls, “Our
around 8-9 a.m. with no
parents never gave us money to
money, dig out a few pismo
spend at the Beach Store. One
clams, and sell them to
day Barbie Boyd (Andrea
fishermen for 25 cents apiece.
Boyd's mom) gave my sister
Then he’d take that money
Gail an Abba-Zaba for digging The Beach Store in 1960; note the sign reads “The Sandunes.” Ron
and build up free games on his
a hole in the sand, whereupon Kelsey, left, and John Hofmann, age 15, on right, are ready to hit the
favorite pinball machine, and
we all started digging. When waves. Gentleman in the middle is unidentified, but John Hofmann
then he’d sell the games to
Mom saw the candy bars, she recalls he hung out to play the pinball machines after he arrived in his
someone else, and buy lunch.”
got all upset, thinking we had ‘58 Ford Thunderbird. Photo courtesy John Hofmann.
Ed also recalls, “At that
stolen them.”
time I think Ronnie Bean was
Others, li k e B u ttons
managing the store, and I think he stayed in one of the
Tobey, sifted the sand for treasure: “Usually we came up with
adjacent cabins. I don’t recall how many cabins there were, but
a few coins, cigarette lighters, and an occasional piece of
they were always full.” Carolyn Davis (Oberbay) ‘58
jewelry.” In their quest for money for the pinball machines,
remembers those cabins from an earlier era: “Right next to the
Kip Omweg ’62 and his friends had a more systematic
store there were a few little wooden cottages for rent—at least
approach: “To acquire additional spending coin, we would use
three. My friend Marie Gesner used to live in one for a while.”
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speed records, never once stopping to rest on the rope that
Story Time and More

Sue Coshow (Matthewson) ’53 wrote, “In the early ‘40s
there was a morning program for young children. Two young
gals would read us stories and oversee games of croquet in the
sand.” Others remember games of checkers and shuffleboard,
supervised by the beach “mothers.” Ann Kuizenga ‘58 recalls,
“My fondest memories were of Vera Latham and others
having a story time at the beach. There was a big umbrella on
the ocean side of the volleyball court, and Vera or another
“Beach Lady” would be there to read to us at a certain time
each day. Story time was always well attended.” Melissa
Whittemore (Clifford) ’62 adds, “I remember my mother
taking me to the beach for story-telling. It was great.”
In addition to the swings, shuffleboard and volleyball
courts, there were monkey bars and rings. “The monkey bars
were a wonder to use and to watch the older boys do ‘muscle
beach’ turns on them,” said Sue Coshow. And one of the tasks
of both Beach Mothers and lifeguards was to keep kids on the
swings from trying to swing too high. One of the unwritten
challenges was to get going so high as to swing over the top of
the junior swings and then bail out, landing on the sand.
Long before he became school principal, teacher Tyson
Willson spent 10 summers as a Carp Beach lifeguard, and in
1956 was contracted by the Carpinteria Chamber of
Commerce to provide supervised beach activities. “We had all
sorts of events,” he recalled, “many culminating with frozen
popsicle treats from the Beach Store.” Kids from that era
remember especially the sand castle contests: half a popsicle
for the winner, penny candy for the runners-up.

tethered the raft to shore. Luckily, none of us had seen JAWS
yet!”
Sue Coshow recalls those morning sessions: “Several
times a week I’d have to take swimming lessons, which meant
pulling myself out along the rope to the raft where lifeguard
Gates Foss would tie a rope around our waists, and we’d take
turns having to paddle around the raft, trying not to get water
in our mouths. I was always scared, and glad when my turn
was over.”
Ann Kuizenga felt similar trepidation: “At first I followed
my brother John out to the raft by pulling myself along the
rope because I wasn’t the strongest swimmer, but gradually I
would swim the whole distance. I learned to dive off that raft
at some point. We never seemed to worry about sharks or even
jelly fish. If you got stung by a jelly fish you just went to the
lifeguard and he put ammonia on the sting, and you went off to
play.”

The Beach Raft
The raft that was right offshore at Main Beach was also a
gathering place. Jerrie Tripp (Castro) ’59 writes: “The wood
raft platform was in front of the lifeguard stand at the Linden
Beach, and was attached to a rope that was anchored to the
shore somehow. If the waves had a lot of pull you could hang
onto the rope and pull yourself beyond the breakers. Once we
got to the raft, we could dive off or get pushed off by the
boys.”
“One time there was a shark in the water near the raft. I
had just been pushed off when we spotted it, so I had to swim
like mad to get back to the raft. Then the boys teased me and
wouldn’t pull me up right away. I was really scared. We
finally got the attention of the lifeguards, who came out in a
boat and brought all of us back to shore. I don’t know if that
shark was harmless or a man-eater, but I sure remember that
fin in the water!”
Kip Omweg has similar memories: “One summer the
beach was visited by Basking Sharks for several weeks. One
time I was resting on the raft when they appeared near it. I
have never swum so fast to make it back to the beach!”
In the morning there were swimming lessons, taught by
the lifeguards. Carolyn Davis remembers:
“Around 1949-50, a bunch of us took swimming lessons
from the lifeguards at Main Beach at the beginning of summer
vacation. It always started under overcast skies around 9 and
10 a.m., in two shifts. First we scooped out little hollows in the
sand to practice the correct way to kick; then later we
practiced in the water. Wasn’t it constantly about 58 degrees
all summer long? One morning after the lesson, four of us
swam out to the raft—two boys and two girls, about ages 1011. While we were up on the raft, we looked below and saw
two huge thresher sharks swimming beneath the raft, heading
toward shore. Uh-oh—we had to go back into that water
eventually. But not immediately, for sure! Nearly an hour later
we deemed the coast clear enough, and we beat all previous

New friends or old acquaintances? Joanne Klug and Jerry Sauer in
front of the Beach Store in the mid-1950s. Photo courtesy Julia Hirsch
Wedekind

Ward Small ’59 recalls a racy adventure on the raft. “One
day my brother Tim and I and neighbors Stuart Prince and
Norman Jorgensen were swimming with fins and an inner tube
west of the raft. As we approached the shore side of the raft,
we heard giggling and laughter coming from the seaward side.
Pulling ourselves onto the deck and flinging the inner tube
aboard, we were greeted by what appeared to be a pair of
discarded bathing suits. Two young ladies frolicking in the
water opposite us suddenly panicked as they became aware of
our presence. One swam over, reached up and grabbed her suit
from the raft’s edge, and immediately submerged. The other
was unable to recover hers, for it had been cast beyond reach.
The most depraved of us walked over, picked up the suit and
began dangling it over the edge, tormenting the distraught girl.
After some teasing, she in exasperation uttered a series of
expletives that we had learned from our Latino friends. Then
at our urging, the garment was cast toward her. After a short
struggle, the two re-attired young ladies retreated toward
shore. One of us was heard to say, “I told you we should have
brought the faceplate and snorkel!”
Ward’s classmate Margie Barber also remembers those
days: “Starting in June, we could take swimming lessons from
the lifeguards. We froze but we loved it, some more than
others. As we got older, we went to the beach alone and were
in the care of the Beach Lady, Barbie Boyd. Those were
wonderful days. We all had our own inner tubes, some with
more patches than others and we thought nothing of pulling
ourselves along the rope to the raft. We spent hours diving off
the raft and then floating back to shore. We always spent time
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playing in the waves and quickly learned that the bigger ones
were something to dive under or risk been thrown about topsyturvy and landing on our heads with a mouthful of salt water
and sand. I can remember Andrea Boyd coming up for air with
a huge grin and spitting out salt water.”
Loretta Hohweiler (Milne) ‘65 also remembers learning
to swim in the ocean, avoiding jellyfish, and seeing a seal eyeto-eye, when both abruptly reversed direction! And Kip
Omweg adds, “The sand dune west of the shuffleboard court
was an ideal place to warm up by lying in the hot sand after
body surfing.”

“The glamorous teenagers” staked out the prime territory directly in
front of the Beach Store in the 1950s. Note store in upper left corner
of photo. Photo courtesy Julia Hirsch Wedekind

Teen Time
Susan Anderson had recalled “the glamorous teenagers
staking their claims and anointing each other with baby oil.”
There was a hierarchy: seniors had their towels at the topmost
edge of the sand, closest to the Beach Store. Margie Barber
says, “Right after eighth grade graduation, you would be
eligible to move your towel up to the high school kids, no
questions asked. This was convenient, close to the Beach
Store.” And Sue Coshow recalls, “In junior high and high
school we’d all gather and place our towels in a huge pinwheel
to play cards and kibitz. The wheel was open to anyone and
was a great place to have fun. Sometimes I’d drag down a
folding table with short legs and we’d fudge the rules by
passing cards underneath the table or under our blankets.
Breaks for volleyball or a swim or a walk down the beach
made the summer day fly by.”
Competitive volleyball games were played every day.
Many of the players were football players keeping in shape for
the upcoming season. Ron Branscom ’57 was one of them, and
recalled playing the game with Don and Jerry Springer, Bill
Brown, Bill Holsten, Joe Morales, Jerry Sauer ‘56, and David
Lovelace ‘57. Julia Hirsch (Wedekind) ’56 remembers the
varsity football players running on the beach from Linden to
the Point for conditioning. They would run one way on the
loose sand, and then return on the wet sand “and all the girls
would follow!” Julia said. Greg Milne remembers, “Coach
Lloyd Erhard sometimes took us to the beach for football
practice. It was fun and hard at the same time—running in the
sand and in the water—but it was a good way to lighten the
mood.”

Singing and Dancing
Various musical events took place at the foot of Linden in
those days. Carolyn Davis recalls “community sing-alongs”
for a couple of years around 1949, organized by Wade and
Ellen Hamilton, who lived on Vallecito Road. “They’d bring
their small organ and a slide projector down to the picnic
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tables under the lattice roof across from the Beach Store.
They’d project the lyrics to songs like ‘Down by the Old Mill
Stream,’ and the gathering of Carpinterians would merrily sing
along.”
Carolyn also remembers the Beach Store jukebox. “The
music was piped outside, as I recall--there was a Billy
Eckstein piece that I recognized back then.” John Hofmann
recalls the jukebox being moved outdoors in the late ‘50s and
early ‘60s: “They brought it outside and turned the volume to
the max so tourists could play songs—Beach Boys, Chuck
Berry, Ray Charles, etc. In the summer the city would put on
dances in the parking lot in front of the store.” Margie Barber
recalls “the excitement of the beach dances. Locals and the
Beach Campers danced to tunes like ‘Earth Angel’ and Elvis
Presley songs.”
There was also live music. Tom Groves ‘60 says, “I
remember playing music in the area directly in front of the
Beach Store, with Beaver Bliss and Jim Brister. It must have
been in the summer evenings in ’60 or ’61. We thought we
were pretty good until we heard a band from out of town
(Bakersfield, I think) that had the best equipment—Fender
guitars and amps, and they even had a bass player (we didn’t)
and their own P.A. system. There were lots of young people
dancing, and most of them were probably staying at the beach
camp. Fun times for a sleepy town!”

Time to Head Home
In those lazy summer days, by mid-afternoon, most kids
had spent their treat money. For Sue Coshow, it was probably
an ice cream bar—vanilla with chocolate coating. Ann
Kuizenga remembers buying “double buddy” popsicles. Hank
Hernandez ’62 usually chose a frozen Snickers bar or a Snow

Football players from Carpinteria Union High School often played
volleyball, which provided a good workout. Photo courtesy Julia Hirsch
Wedekind .

Cone. Classmate Diana Rockwell (Gesswein) wrote, “I looked
forward to getting a frozen candy bar on a stick for a nickel.
My favorite was Milky Way. I wanted to get to the store
quickly because the beach sand was very hot and so were my
feet.” Chris Coffman (Bishop Diego High ’66) liked Big
Hunks and Look bars, and ice cream drumsticks. Greg Milne
usually chose a Sugar Daddy, “because they lasted a very long
time, if one didn’t drop them!” And Bernadine Church ‘62,
who had to ride her bike all the way home to Foothill near
Ocean Oaks, always chose a maple bar: “Frances Clawson and
I rode our bikes to the beach. After spending the afternoon
there, we would buy a maple bar for the giant sum of 10 cents.
I needed the sugar boost, as we had an uphill ride home to
Foothill Road. Having a one-speed clunker bike, I was pretty
exhausted when we reached home.”
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For most kids, the 4 p.m. freight train was the signal that
it was time to head home. Margie Barber recalls, “If I timed it
just right, I could hang my inner tube around my neck, start
walking, and pass the Mutual Packing House in time for a ride
home with my dad, who got off at 4:30. If not, it was a long
trudge home to Vallecito Circle.” Sue Coshow recalls, “The
second freight train (5 or 5:30?) was always the signal to head
for home. What a carefree time it was!”
As the crowds thinned and the Beach Store closed, Ed
Wood and other kids who worked at the store would have their
own fun time. Ed recalls, “I owned a Dodge pickup dune
buggy with wide rims, and at the end of the day when the sun
was going down and the sheriffs were not around, we would
all pile into it and drive it down on the beach.”
And for the four Anderson children who had been at the
beach since 7:30 a.m., it was time to be reunited with their
parents, take a walk, and have a hot dog roast. Susan wrote,
“When their work was done, our parents came down to the
beach for their daily swim, the ritual walk to the point and
back, and then our wienie roast—sunset dining at its absolute
finest!”
Many thanks to all who shared, for bringing back the
memories! È
Jon Washington would be happy to hear anything more about
Carpinteria histo ry, contact him at: jonwashington@hotmail.com,
or: P.O. Box 129, Palm Springs, CA 92263. Tel.760-641-2416.

Museum news
WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
We wish to extend a warm welcome to our newest members:
Margaret Armstrong

Mary Helen Post

Janice & Ronald Chase

Dan Higgins&Joan Shelton

Marjorie Churchill

Brad Sullivan

George H. Coshow

Bob & Lynn Walsh

John & Carol Davis

Thys & Tillie Way

Jayne Callaway Diaz

Jim Wheeler

Ellen Froyd

Yolande Whitmaore

Sharon Kantanen

Ed Whitney

Catherine & David Woodfield
Just a reminder to send in your membership dues for the
2010-2011 membership year which began on October 1st.
Your dues are critical in helping us to meet our operating
expenses. Many thanks to those of you who have already
renewed, with an extra special thanks to the positive response
of the membership to our appeal for an increased level of
support. Thank you!! È

ANNUAL MEETING REPORT
A cool, sometimes drizzling afternoon didn’t dampen the
spirit of those who attended the 51st Annual Meeting of the
Historical Society.
The weather was outshone by the
Carpinteria cooks who provided a bountiful and varied potluck
luncheon, which made for a most enjoyable afternoon for the
over fifty members in attendance.

Welcomed by President Dorothy Thielges, members
present elected four new trustees to the board: Andy Bailard,
Mike Cleary, Paul Foley, and Foster Markolf. Retiring
trustees Dick La Rue, Evelyn Lessler, Brian Moens, and
Jane Sackman were honored for their contributions. We
sadly announced the recent death of our dear friend, Jane
Sackman
Memorial Tiles were dedicated in loving memory of
Rosemary Brown, Nan Deal, Andrew Lapidus, and Ray &
Helen Newbery. In addition, donor tiles recognize the
generous financial support of Bonnie Kelm & Bill Malis, and
of Yolande Whitmore.
Treasurer Phyllis Hansen gave a realistic and
ultimately encouraging report, stating that while we
exceeded projected expenses for the year, revenues also
exceeded budget and we therefore operated in the black with a
positive net earnings of $45,454. This was due mainly to a
rebound of our Endowment Fund investments. We will
develop another no frills budget for the upcoming year, but
anticipate more tight times ahead. Foundation grant funding
was again disappointing this past year as several annual grant
requests went unfunded. We still remain in sound financial
position, however, without dependence upon government
support.
The “Volunteer of the Year” award was presented to
Jayne Callaway, who was recognized for her extraordinary 37
years of dedicated service as a museum docent. At age 97,
Jayne is truly an inspiration! She has served longer than any
other museum volunteer.
Jayne also assisted us by
acknowledging all of the other volunteers’ birthdays
throughout the year, sending cards with warm greetings and
expression of thanks for the time and talent donated to the
work of the historical society. Thank you, Jayne, and
congratulations!!
We then enjoyed a fascinating program entitled Family
Album: Personal History Through Quilting, presented by
quilting artist Ranell Hansen. Ms. Hansen shared her creative
and colorful quilts patterned on her experiences with friends
and loved ones—like paintings in fabric! She also brought an
extraordinary collection of traditional quilt tops dating from
the 1890s-1960s which were on display for this unique and
well-received presentation.
The Annual Report of the Historical Society and
Museum is available at the front reception desk, or you may
call us to request that one be mailed to you. È

HOLIDAY ARTS & CRAFTS FAIRE
The 30th Annual Holiday Faire will be held Saturday,
November 27 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the museum. The
Faire features 80 outstanding artisans from throughout central
and southern California, providing an unequaled opportunity
for all of your holiday gift shopping and decorating needs. We
have many new artisans this year, so for that truly different
and unique gift, you must visit the Holiday Faire! Also
offered will be plenty of food and baked goodies, live folk
music and mellow jazz, face-painting, and even a visit from
Santa Claus for photos and free candy canes. Fun for the entire
family and out-of-town guests too!
This all-important fund-raiser could use your help as
well. Other than membership dues, we do not make any other
direct appeals for support from our members.
Please
remember, we are completely self-sufficient from any
government funding, and instead rely on fund-raising, grantwriting, investment earnings, and the contributions of the
community and especially our membership. Local residents
will receive a call requesting donations of baked goods and
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jams and jellies. Please drop them off at the museum on
Friday the 26th, or even as late as Saturday morning before 10
a.m.(although it is tough to find parking then!).
If you don’t bake or live out-of-town, we also
appreciate cash donations to help defray the cost of
sponsoring the faire and support museum operations — just
fill out the coupon on the back of this newsletter and drop
a check in the mail. Your donation is 100% tax-deductible.
This is our biggest fund-raiser of the year and serves as our
annual appeal to membership for extra support, so
however you can help out is truly appreciated — but one of
the most important ways is by attending! Admission is free.
We hope to see you at the Faire! È

MUSEUM DECORATION DAY
On Monday, December 6 at 9:00 a.m. the museum will
open to volunteers to put up the fresh pine boughs, holiday
decorations and the Victorian Christmas tree. If you no longer
decorate your own home for the Holidays, you can still enjoy
that excitement by helping to brighten up the museum. Come
on down and lend a hand — there will be plenty of
refreshments and lots of fun! È

HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE
The Board of Trustees invites all of you, your families,
and friends to attend the Museum Holiday Open House on
Saturday, December 11 from two until
four in the afternoon. There will be hot
wassail, hor d’oeuvres, sweet treats, happy
company and beautiful music from a flutist
and harpist duet. Please join us! This event
is sponsored by the Trustees in appreciation
of the support of the membership
throughout the year and is free to all. Look
for your invitation to arrive soon! È

GIFT SHOP GOODIES!
Don’t forget the Museum Gift Shop
for your holiday gift-giving. Gift shop manager Emily Miles
has restocked the shelves, including the popular tin wind-up
toys; wooden train whistles; and items for young ladies such as
silk fans and Victorian-style paper dolls, gift cards, and
porcelain trinket boxes—all great stocking-stuffers! We also
carry a line of old-fashioned die-cut three-dimensional
Christmas cards, story books, and other Christmas theme
items; and a new selection of old-fashioned cast-iron
mechanical banks. From our great selection of books on local
history to Carpinteria Then and Now DVDs, you’re sure to
find a great gift for the history lover on your list.
For that person who already has everything, consider a
gift membership in the Historical Society. We will send the
recipient acknowledgment of your gift, a membership packet
including a letter of welcome; the latest Grapevine newsletter,
museum brochure, events schedule, and an annual report to
help bring them up to speed on our work. (For an online
membership form: carpinteriahistoricalmuseum.org.)
The gift shop is open during regular museum visiting
hours: Tues. - Sat. 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. Also most mornings
Monday through Friday from 9:00am to noon — just knock
on the front door or come around back! Don’t forget to ask
for your 10% member discount! È

Historic resources survey
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The Santa Barbara County Historic Landmarks Advisory
Commission (SBHLAC), working closely with our historical
society and the museum’s director/curator, has engaged local
historian Michel Nellis to survey and document potentially
historic structures in the Carpinteria Valley north of Highway
101 before they are lost forever. Structures can include houses,
barns, stone walls, windmills, bridges, and commercial
buildings.
The survey will be completed by June 2011 and will
include structures built in the late 19th century to the year
1960. Ms. Nellis is interested in meeting Valley residents who
may know of such old structures to include in her study along
with any details that may be associated with them such as who
were the owners, when they were built, and how they were
used. If you are willing to share what you know, please
contact Ms. Nellis at 964-6688 or mnellis3@verizon.net; or,
you may contact David at the museum, 684-3112, or
david@carpinteriahistoricalmuseum.org. È

Memorials
DOUGLAS BAILARD: Andrew & Carol Bailard.
NAN HENDERSON DEAL: Sally Coshow.
WILFRED “BILL” DEHNKE: Margo Kowalski.
FLORA BLISS FURBY: Vince & Betty Dulich and Betty
Graham; Valerie Peterson & Heather, Brandon, and Alyson
Goms.
JESUS “CHUY” GONZALES: Tom & Anita Lewis; Phyllis
Hansen; Walter & Janet Johnson.
IRMA MAVLEOS: Warren Seagraves.
VERN MESICK: Margo Kowlaski; Nadine Walsh.
HELEN C. NEWBERY: Robert & Nancy Newbery; Daniel
& Elizabeth Scudder; Leif Hubbard & Patricia Trainer.
MARJORIE CASTILE PRATT: Walter & Janet Johnson.
CLARK SACKMAN: Peter & Gina Zanella; Margo
Kowalski; Nadine Walsh.
JANE SACKMAN: Phyllis Hansen; Nadine Walsh; Peter &
Gina Zanella; David Griggs; Steve & Ann Garcia; Esther
Mansfield; Tom & Anita Lewis; Margaret Kowalski; Walter &
Janet Johnson.
ROBERT “BOB” SCHNACKENBERG: Gene E. Siemon.
MARY WEATHERLY: Esther Mansfield.
Tax-deductible donations to a loved one’s memory are
acknowledged to the family as directed; funds support
museum operations. We are m ost grateful for the generosity
of the above listed donors.È
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Holiday Faire Donation
I can not contribute baked goods to the Holiday Faire, but please accept this donation in the
amount of $
to support this important annual fund-raiser.
Name__________________________________________________________________________
Address________________________________________________________________________
Please enclose your 100% tax deductible donation with this form and send to:
Carpinteria Valley Historical Society,
956 Maple Avenue, Carpinteria CA 93013

. . .and Thank you!

